
   

2019 –  2020 Community Herbalism Program & Syllabus 

Holistic Herbalism is the science and art of calling on herbs in support of health, 
wholeness, and wellbeing.  It is a practice of healing that honors intuition and your 
complex dynamic being and your existence in a matrix of divinely created intelligence. 

This is a hands-on explorative in-depth intensive course focused on the Foundational 
principles of Herbalism, living more connected to the Earth, her rhythms and your own 
circadian rhythms to support and propel you forward in developing a self care and 
community care toolkit, enabling you to connect with internal and external support to 
heal, thrive and be well. 

So much of healing, often is found in sharing your story. In this course, we seek to share 
our selves in community. To be seen and be heard. To receive and give. To be 
nourished, exactly as we are. 

Holistic Herbalism embraces the larger patterns of imbalance that can be present in the 
human body, rather than specifically focusing on molecular anomalies and 
manifestations of disease. Through Holistic Herbalism we treat the root causes of 
imbalance, rather than the symptomatic or allopathic way we conventionally treat dis-
ease from a Western Worldview.  The symptoms will in turn find support when we 
address our overall way of living and being.  Holistic Herbalism is a system of healing 
that recognizes the human body as an ecological phenomenon, one with nature, not 
separate from, brilliantly intelligent, and intuitively capable of self-repair, and healing.   

In the practice of Holistic Herbalism, specific herbs or blends of herbs are aligned to 
support this innate self-healing intelligence, offering the human body, emotions, and 
spirit, direction and guidance towards resolution.  To complete cycles of pain, suffering, 
addiction that cause us to feel stuck or unwell.  In addition to herbs, holistic herbalism 
also respects the positive and negative impacts that nutrition and lifestyle choices can 
have on our bodies, on how we feel in this world, our connections to our world, as well 
as how we care for self.   

Healing to wellness is a dedicated, committed dynamic path, that is not linear or static.  
It is not about finding the magic bullet and voila! Building healthy relationships is a 
critical healing pillar that supports us on our wellness journey. This nine month series is 
designed to support you in making supportive lifestyle choices that will enable and 
empower you to open to your all-knowing and ever-present intuition and being your 
own medicine maker. You have the support of the community which is critical in healing.   

We will journey together through the 
darkest months of the year, each going 
at our own pace, to end up re-emerged 
in the Spring. 



   

The intentions for this course are to: 

~open you up to trusting your own intuition and critically analyze those wired beliefs 
that may be holding you back from the neuroplasticity of an openminded growth way 
~building a self care toolkit that you can call on to support your physical emotional, 
spiritual well-being 
~provide a safe haven every moon cycle to get in touch with your own rhythms, and 
connect with the synergy of Mother Earth 
~to connect with likeminded community to support you on your individual and the 
collective journey to wholeness 
~develop your own awareness surrounding your roadblocks to easefully and light fully 
grow in your glorious evolution 

 

 

 

 

 

The supplies fee provides you all herbs, ingredients for skincare products, earth-friendly 
containers, access fee for retreat and our custom-made manual we will be using in 
course….All herbs are sourced ethically, wildcrafted and local when available and of 
course organic, without adulteration or any toxic chemicals.   

Dates   Content     Herbal Remedy Creation 

September 28 Nutrient Dense Herbs   Medicinal Grade Tea 
      Infusions & Decoctions 

October 26  Nervines     Fire Cider 
         Strengthening for Winter 

November 23  Immunomodulating & Gut Health  Fomentations & Poultices 
         First Aid Remedies 

December 21* Special Winter Solstice Circle and Sacred Fire Ceremony 

January 18  Adaptogens     Bone Broth/Chicken Stock 
                                                Nutritive Herbal Foods 

February 29  Cleansing Herbs    Infused Oils/Vinegars 

March 28 – 29 Spring Retreat in upstate Wisconsin Flower Essence for  
         Spiritual Mental Realms 

April 25  Women’s (and Men’s) Healing Allies  Salves/Creams 
         Lotions & Potions 

May 9   Final exam: create your own medicine toolkit 

   All courses Saturdays from 9:30A-3P *12/21: 10A-12P, 7P 



   

The only two additional items you will need to purchase are : a journal or notebook to 
collect your personal inspirations and to be shared every month, as well as a copy of 
Stephen Harrod Buhner’s Plant Intelligence and the Imaginal Realm.  We are asking this 
book be mostly read before we begin our journey together.   

If you are seeking entry books to Herbalism, Rosemary Gladstar, Aviva Jill Romm, Sajah 
Popham, Susun Weed, Michael Tierra, Jim McDonald, Matthew Wood (not really entry 
level, more advanced in the realm of Herbal Energetics) 

Every month you will receive an abundant supply of our herb of the month we will be 
studying in a hands-on way.  You will have two assignments every month: Herb of the 
Month experimentation, where you will intimately get to know the assigned herb, and 
detail your herbal experiments with and correspondingly how your body, mind, spirit 
responded to the herb and your creative experiments.   

Your other monthly assignment will be Materia Medica for a chosen classification of 
study every month, one Herb you want to know more for your constitution, lifestyle and 
way of being. This will be completed individually and shared in groups to enhance our 
collective learning style as we think to rebuild what education means to us.   

You will have one long term assignment where each month, you will sit with one living 
plant entity throughout all of the seasons, and journal your experience several days a 
month sitting with this plant.   

In May, there will be a final exam (don’t worry, it’s open book) and we will be presenting 
our Self Care First Aid toolkits we will have been developing throughout the year.   

Other topics in the self care portion of each month will be dedicated to embracing a 
lifestyle of gratitude, the inner landscape of beauty, connecting with the present 
moment,  The back half of class will be focused on self care and having a holistic 
experience dedicated to building your mindfulness meditation and yogic principles.  
Accessible for all ages and levels.  Morning class will be left-brained study, with tea and 
experiments+group hands-on projects, with a break for a nourishing community 
potluck, followed by a structured and guided self care afternoon.   

The price for the course is $1400 with a $350 supplies fee.  We do not provide refunds 
as we value commitment and follow through which directly correlates to the healing you 
receive.  We value partner/family system’s healing, if more than one person from your 
“family” signs on, reduce the second course fee by 50% if signed up by 8/15/19. 

*Content is dynamically evolving process and is subject to change, group/divine needs 



   

 

About our Course Instructors: 

Jen Abha Oakes & Samson Oakes, Certified Herbalists have been studying herbalism 
since being small children, well not seriously of course, but always had a deep appreciation and profound 
love for the natural environment, individually that was magnified upon their kinesthetic shared love.   

We generously open our calm and safehaven home in the Village of Wauwatosa, Wisconsin to generously 
share our 15+ years collective experience of Clinical Herbalism study and practical application in 
generous abundance to support you on your journey inwards of the magnificent you. More on our bio 
found at soultouch.org   

Nondiscrimination Policy and Statement 

This policy applies to all employees, practitioners, volunteers, students, and clients of 
Soultouch. This policy also applies to outside vendors, customers, use of contractors and 
consultants, and dealings with the general public: 

In the spirit of Nature’s diversity, all individuals, regardless of race, creed, color, ethnicity, 
national origin or immigration status, religious or spiritual belief, cultural background, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender identification and expression, marital status, veteran status, military 
obligations, physical or mental disability, age, or socioeconomic status, are welcomed and 
encouraged to receive services and participate. 

Certif ication:  A little note about certification….Herbalism is currently an unregulated 
industry in the United States.  Some herbalists can pay to be a part of the American Herbalist 
Guild, which our teachers were a part of, we currently do not choose to participate.  We believe 
Herbalism is Folklore medicine and passed done through oral, and written tradition.  We do our 
best in our teaching style to incorporate the learnings of the Herbalists and Teachers that have 
gone before us.  We learn when we love something!  Gradation, can be useful but imho it's 
really gone overboard. Certifiable schooling has overtaken human learning the way certifiable 
actions or accounting have overtaken human resourcefulness. We are much more than 
spreadsheets and certificates! Sentiments shared by Herbalist founder of landheartproject.org 

That said, we deeply value and respect your commitment to undergo embarking on this 
intensive ever-growing field of study in Herbalism that will bring personal and collective healing, 
so we have chosen to create this as a Certification Program where you will receive a Certificate 
of Completion that will list your commitment and completed course hours at the close of our 
program to recognize your dedication and accomplishment.   

 


